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Customer Service

Claim management:

To make a warranty claim, customers can either contact
the retailer where the purchase was made or Furniture
Solutions on contact details below. Proof of purchase will
be required before proceeding with any claim. In the case
of product defects providing photos may be able to speed
up processing of the claim. If missing parts please refer to
assembly instructions for identification of said part and
contact either of the above.
Furniture Solutions will in each case consider if the claim is
covered by warranty and in the case it is covered by
warranty, will repair or replace at its sole option.

Made In China
Distributed in Australia-New Zealand by
Furniture Solutions (Aust) Pty Ltd
10-16 Daisy St,
Revesby, NSW. 2212
www.furnituresolutions.com.au
Customer Service (Australia) - PH: 1300 794 188
customerservice@furnituresolutions.com.au
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1 Year Warranty
A one (1) year warranty applies to product against any defect associated
with faulty workmanship for a period of (1) year from date of purchase.
Furniture Solutions accepts no responsibility for defects caused by
mishandling & misuse of the products, defects caused by failure in duty of
care of the product in accordance with care recommendations supplied.
“Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the
Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a
major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable
loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or
replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not
amount to a major failure”.
Subject to warranty conditions set out below.
Damage to product caused by incorrect assembly
General wear & tear, paint & fabric fading, chipping & scratching
of glass, mold & mildew, hardware corrosion.
Exposure to extreme heat or cold.
Damaged product inside original cartons with obvious damage to
cartons
Warranty only extends to original purchaser and is not
transferable, except when given as a gift.
Umbrella frame & canopy damaged in winds above force 3 rating
or incorrect operating of umbrella IE: Ballast system not used or
bolting to ground, over winding of cantilever system.
Important Safety Instructions:
Do not sit on tables, or allow children to sit or play on tables.
Avoid scratching surface of glass table. Do not strike or place
heavy weight on table.
Tables should not be dragged at any time
Hot items should not be placed directly on surface of table
When using an umbrella with a table, always make sure the
protective ring is in the umbrella hole and the umbrella is secured
using a sturdy umbrella base.
Always remove the umbrella from the table and store when not in
use. Never use any umbrella in a table during windy conditions
Cantilever umbrellas should not be used in winds above “Force 3”
19 kilometers an hour, never operate umbrella without proper
weight ballast, do not leave umbrella up unattended.
Tempered glass is used on our glass tables, and whilst stronger and safer
than normal glass, it is not unbreakable. Careless handling can produce
damages, which may not be immediately visible, but can cause glass to
shatter if later subjected to thermal or mechanical stress.

Duty of Care:
While every attempt is made to supply product using quality components
there is always a need from consumer to help ensure long life of use for
the product.
Proper use of item
Regular maintenance and cleaning
We in conjunction with the retailer use only coverings that meet or exceed
Australian standards in furniture industry such as AS2687-1997
To extend the life of your outdoor furniture we recommend the following
Furniture covers should be used on furniture which is used used
in areas not protected from elements
Caution should be used when using oils, lotions & other
chemicals such as chlorine.
Cushions should be taken in when not in use & stored in a dry
area. Should cushions get wet, please hang over chair frame to
drip dry completely before using or storing. Cushion and sling
fabric fading resulting from general wear and tear or from a
failure to comply with these care and maintenance instructions
are not covered under the warranty. Mould & mildew of
cushions & slings is caused through atmospheric conditions,
such as damp or poorly ventilated areas please check regularly
for dampness.
Polywood – Place mats & coasters should always be used. Care
should be taken on hot days with surface of table & bench as
during hot day’s surface will soften & lack of extra care may
damage surface.

Cleaning:
Frame: All chairs & table frames should be washed with mild soap & water
solution at least twice a year. Rinse with clean water & dry with soft cloth.
Sling Fabric: Normal cleaning with warm soapy water and rinse with cold
water & dry with soft towel. Do not use solvents or bleach.
Cushion Fabric: Brush & or vacuum often & remove stains promptly.
Sponge with a mild mix of soap & warm water, wipe thoroughly with clean
wet sponge. Pat excess moisture and allow drying. Do not use solvents &
do not bleach, dry-clean, machine wash or tumble-dry.
Polywood: Wash often with mild soap and warm water and if required
then use a solution of 1/3 bleach and 2/3 water, to remove heavier stains.
Always rinse with clean water.
Teak: Treat table 4 times a year with a “Timber Bees Wax”. Before waxing
the table should be cleaned thoroughly using soft bristle brush & warm
slightly soapy water.
Synthetic Wicker: Normal cleaning with warm soapy water and rinse with
cold water. Do not use solvents or bleach.
Stone/Tiles: All spills should be cleaned immediately to prevent permanent
staining. Regularly clean your table top with a soft clean cloth and use
warm water and mild soap. Never use abrasive cleaners that may scratch
the sealer finish.
Glass: Keep glass dust free to avoid scratching. Use mild soap and water
or commercially available glass cleaners. Do not use abrasive material or
cleansers.
In areas of high content of salt air, pollution & moisture require more
frequent cleaning.

